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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper it is proved for some classes of normed Kijthe spaces that 
the space of singular function& on such a space is an abstract L-space. 
The classes referred to are the class of all Orlicz spaces (including, therefore, 
the Orlicz spaces where the corresponding Orlicz function has a diaconti- 
nuity) and a elms of spa,cea introduced by M. S. STEIOERWALT and A. J. 
WHITE (see [7]). In section 9 we present an example of a, normed Kothe 
space for which the space of singular functionals is not an abstract 
L-space. It follows that not every space consisting of singular function& 
on a normed K&he space ia an abstract L-space. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the theory of normed K&he 
spaces insofar aa derived in Chapter 15 of “INTEGRATION” [ 91, and we 
shall also adopt the terminology used in this book. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the whole paper (d, r, p) will be a a-finite measure space, 
and M will denote the collection of all complex-valued p-memurctble 
functions on d. Furthermore, p-almost everywhere equal functions of M 
will be identified. If R is any subset of M, then K(r) and R+ will denote 
the set of all real-valued functions in K and the set of all non-negative 
valued functions in K(r). We note that the value + 00 is allowed for 
functions in M+. 
Let e be a saturated function norm on M+, and let L, be the normed 
Kothe space generated by ,o, i.e., L, = {f E M: e(f)< m}. The order ideal 
of L,, consisting of all functions in L, having an absolutely continuous 
norm will be denoted by L$ and Le is the norm closed order ideal of 
L, spanned by all essentially bounded functions in L, having a support 
of finite measure (the support of a function f is defined by supp (f) = 
= {X E d : f(x) # 01). Now the following holds. 
*) The contents of this paper are partly derived from the author’s doctoral 
thesis at Leiden University. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Li C Li. 
PROOF. Let f E (Li)+ be given, and let {An: n= 1, 2, . ..} be a sequence 
of p-measurable sets such that ,u(dn) < 00 for all n, and d, t d. For 
every n, we define fn ,x) = min {f(z), n} for 2 E d, and fn(x) = 0 for x 4 A,. 
It is obvious that f,, E ~54” and fn E Li for all n. Furthermore, f,, t f holds 
pointwise p-almost everywhere on r3, so e(f - fn) 4 0, according to ([9] 
th. 72.2). Since Li is norm closed, it follows that f E Li. This shows that 
(Li)+ C (Li)+. But then we also have L: C Li, since Lp” and Li are order 
ideals. 
Let now Lp* denote the conjugate space of L, (i.e., the Banach dual 
of Lp) with norm Q* induced by e. By Ll., we denote the subspace of 
Lt consisting of all integrals, and by L,*., the subspace of Lt consisting 
of all singular functionals. Then Li is equal to the inverse annihilator 
l(Lt,,) of Lt,, ([9], th. 72.4), so Li is related to the space of singular 
functionals. As shown by the following theorem, the order ideal Li is 
also related to the space of singular functionals. 
THEOREM 2.2. If G E Lp* satis$es G(f) =0 for all f E L$ then G is 
singular (i.e., (Lt)* C Lt.*). 
PROOF. First assume that G is positive (notation G> 0, where 0 
denotes the null functional on L,), and let 61 be an integral on L, satis- 
fying 0 <Cl< G. In order to show that G is singular, we have to prove 
that Gl= 0. Note already that on account of G(f) = 0 for all f E Li we 
have G,(f) =O for all 0~ f E Li. Furthermore, since Cl is a positive integral, 
there exists a function O<g E Li (Li denotes the first associate space 
of L,) such that 
G(f) = S fs % 
A 
holds for all f E L,. Supposing now that Gl is not the null functional, 
there exists a measurable set A of positive measure such that g(x)> 0 
for all x E A. Since Q is saturated, there exists a subset B of A of positive 
measure and such that Q(~B)< 00. Here we may assume without loss of 
generality that p(B) < 00. Hence, XB E Li and XB>O, SO Go =0 in view 
of what was observed above. But then 
O=&(XB)= j xBg+= j g+, 
A B 
which contradicts the fact that g(x) > 0 for all x E B and p(B) > 0. Hence, 
we have Q= 0, i.e., G is singular. 
Next, if G is a not necessarily positive functional in Ll satisfying G(f) = 0 
for all f E Li, the theorem follows by proving that all positive components 
in the standard decomposition of G are singular. We leave this part of 
the proof to the reader. 
4 Indagationes 
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In the particular case that the space L, satisfies Li= Li, it follows 
from this theorem and from Li =l(Lz. ,) that a functional G E Lt is singular 
if and only if G(f)=0 for all f~Li=Lt. 
3. RESTRICTIONS AND EXTENSIONS OF BOUNDED LINEAR FUNCTIONALS 
Throughout this section L will be an order ideal of L,. Note that L 
by itself is then also a normed KGthe space generated by the function 
norm ~1, where @i(f) =e(f) for f E L and @i(f) = 00 for f q! L. 
If F is an integral in L,*, then the restriction PI of F to L is an integral 
on L. This follows immediately from the definitions. In this section we 
shall prove that if G is a positive and singular functional on L, then G 
can be extended to a positive and singular functional Gi, defined on the 
whole of LQ, such that e*(Gi)=e*(G). First it is proved that any positive 
and bounded linear functional F can be extended to a positive and bounded 
linear functional FI, defined on the whole of Lp, such that e*(Fl) = e*(F). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let F be a positive bounded linear functional on L. Then 
there exists a positive bounded linear functional PI, defined on the whole of 
L,, such that PI= F on L and e*(Fl) =e*(F). 
PROOF. First we consider F only on L(r) (note that L(r) is an order 
ideal of Ly). Since F is positive, F(f) is real for all f E L(r). Setting 
edf)=e*(J’)e(f) f or all f E M, ei is obviously a function seminorm having 
the property that cl(f) is finite for all f E Lr . Furthermore, 
holds for all f E L(r). Hence, according to ([5], th. 19.2), there exists a 
positive linear functional FO on Lr such that Fo=F on L(r) and IPo(f)j < 
Gel(f) for all f E L, . (‘) In other words, PO is an extension of F from L(r) 
to Lr satisfying 
IFo(f)l Ge*(F)e(f) 
for all f E Lr, i.e., FO is bounded and its norm e*(Fo) satisfies 
e*(Fo) <e*(F). 
It is obvious that we must have e*(Fo)=e*(F). 
We define now an extension PI of FO to the whole of L, in the obvious 
manner; given f = g +ih (g and h real) in L,, we set 
J’,(f) = Fe(g) + iFa( 
Then PI is a positive bounded linear functional on L,, an extension of 
F on L. The norm e*(Fl) satisfies e*(Fl)=e*(Fo) because the norm is 
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completely determined by the functions in Lr ([5], lemma 22.2), and on 
LF the functionala Fi and #‘,I are the same. Hence 
@*(&)=@*(Po)=@*(q 
This concludes the proof. 
It is now easy to prove the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a positive and bounded linear singular functional 
on L. Then there exists a positive and bounded linear singular functional 
GI on L, such that Q=G on L and e*(G,)=e*(G). 
PROOF. According to the preceding theorem there exists an extension 
HI of G to the whole of L, such that HI > 0 and @*(HI)=@*(G). Let 
HI = K1 +G1 be the decomposition of HI into its singular part and its 
integral part, where KI is an integral and Gi is a singular functional 
on L,. Note that KI and Gi are positive by ([9], th. 70.2). If K is the 
restriction of KI to L, then K is an integral on,L, and from 0~ KI< HI 
it follows that 0 <K < G, so K = 0. This shows that 4 is also an extension 
of G to the whole of L,. The bounded singular functional Gi satisfies 
O<Gl<H,, and so we have Q*(G~)<Q*(H~)=Q*(G). It follows that 
~*(a,) =e*(G), which proves the theorem. 
4. BOUNDED LINEAR FUNCTIONALS ON AN INTERSECTION OF K~THE 
SPACES 
In the discussion of singular functionals on Orlicz spaces it will be 
useful to consider the intersection of two such spaces. More generally, 
we shall investigate in this section the intersection of two normed K&he 
spaces and the linear functionals on such an intersection. The main ideas 
in this section are due to W. A. J. Luxemburg. 
Let V be an arbitrary vector space, and assume that ~1 and ea are 
norms on V. The norms ei and ea do not have to be equivalent. Setting 
e(f) = m&x iedf), edf)) f or all f E I’, it is easily verified that e is also a 
norm on I’. We shall denote V provided with the norm Q by (V, Q) ; the 
notations (I’, ei) and (I’, ea) are similarly defined. Next, let D be the 
Cartesian product of (8, el) and (I’, pa). The set D is a vector space with 
respect to the obvious definitions. For any pl= (fl, f2) E D, we define 
l(F) =l(f1, f2)= max {edfd, edf2)h 
It is evident that iz is a norm on D. We shall denote D provided with 
the norm A by (D, A). It is also evident that we have a norm preserving 
one-one linear correspondence between the elements f E (I”, e) and (f, f) E 
E (D, 1). In other words, (V, Q) can be regarded as a linear subspace of 
(D, 1). Let I* be the norm in (D, A)* generated by A, and let e*, ef and 
el be similarly defined. Given now any @ E (D, A)* we define 
p,(f) = @i(f) W and Wf) = @UO, f )I 
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for all f E I’. It is routine to prove that Pi E (V, ei)* and as E (I’, ~a)*. 
Furthermore, given any pl= (ji, fa) E (D, 1) we have 
@w=@((fl> fzwq(f1, O))f@((O, f2))=~lvl)+w(fz), 
and we shall prove now that the norms satisfy 
a*(@)=@:(m+@;(F2). 
Indeed, we note first that 
for any q~=fll, f2) E P, 4, so A*(@) < $(Fl) + $(Fs). In the converse 
direction, if E > 0 is given there exist fi E (V, @t) such that &) < 1 and 
&(ft) > $(Pg) - $E for i= 1, 2. It follows that q= (/I, fa) satisfies 2(v) < 1 
and 
This implies A*(@) >$(Fi) +&@‘a), which completes the proof. It can 
also be proved that the decomposition “CD = Pi + P2” is unique. We omit 
this simple proof. 
As already observed above, the space (V, e) can be identified with the 
linear subspace of (D, A) consisting of all elements (f, f). Hence, given 
P E (I’, e)*, we can identify P with a bounded linear functional CDL on 
the linear subspace of all (f, f). This is done by setting @I(/, f) =P(f) for 
all f E (I’, e). Note that the norm J.*(c#J~) of @i satisfies 
a*(@~) = sup {IW, /)I : W, f) G 1) = sup VW : e(f) Q 1)-e*(F). 
According to the Hahn-Banach theorem there exists a bounded linear 
extension @ of @I, defined on the whole of (D, A), such that A*(@) =A*(@). 
By what was proved above, Cp has a unique decomposition 
@'(Y)=mfl)f~2(#2) 
for all 9,=(/r, fa) E (D, 3L), and such that J*(@)=$(F1) +el(J’r). Hence, 
returning to F, we obtain 
W=@df, f)=@(f, f, =~df)+~2(f) 
for all f E (I’, e), and 
Note that the thus obtained decomposition F = FI+ F2 is not unique in 
general, since the extension CD of @i is not uniquely determined in general. 
Finally, in the converse direction, it is evident that if PI E (7, el)* 
and F2 E (I’, pa)* are given, and we set F(f) =J’i(f) + J’z(f) for all f E (I’, e), 
then FE (I’, ,o)* and e*(J’)<e:(J’i)+&Fa). Note that this inequality 
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may be proper, since the decomposition F = FI + F2 is in the present case 
not unique. 
Thus we have proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Given F E (V, Q) *, there exist bounded linear functimals 
PI E (V, PI)* and Fz E (V, QZ)* (not uniquely determined in general) such 
thatF(f)=Fl(f)+Fz(f) h Id f o s or all f E (V, Q), and such that e*(F) =$(FI)+ 
+el(Fz). Conversely, if F, E (V, PI)* and F2 E (V, es)* are given and F is 
de&ed by F(f)=Fdf)+Fz(f) f or all f E (V, Q), then F satisjies F E (V, Q)* 
and e*(F)=~e:(Fd+@‘2). 
We shall now apply lemma 4.1 to the case of normed Kothe spaces. 
For this purpose, we first introduce some notations. Let ,oi and ez be 
function norms on M+. Setting e(u)= max {pi(u), ez(u)} for all u E M+, 
it follows that e is also a function norm. Furthermore, the normed Kijthe 
spaces L,, LPI and Lp2 when regarded as pointsets, satisfy L,=L,, n 4,. 
The space L,, regarded as a pointset will be denoted by L. In L we have 
three norms, namely e, ei and ea. By LI and Lg we denote L provided 
with the norm ei or e2 respectively. We note that L1 and L2 are order 
ideals in LQ1 and Lee respectively. The norms in the conjugate spaces 
L:, L: and L,* will be denoted by e*, 01: and a,* respectively. Here we 
use 0~: and m,* to avoid confusion with the norms e: and el in LG and 
Lz,. Note however that ol: and 01: are generated by ei and ez as norms 
on LI and LZ respectively. 
Now we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Given F E Lp*, there exist linear fun&n&s PI E L*,, and 
FZ E L:2 such that F(f)=Fl(f)+Fz(f) holds for all f EL,, and such thut 
e*(F)=e:(Fl)+e,*(F~). If F is positive, then FI and FZ can be chosen so 
as to be positive likewise. Conversely, if PI E L*,, and Fz E L*pz are given, 
and if we set F(f)=Fl(f)+ Fz(f) f or all f E L,, then F E Lz and e*(F)< 
~e:(Fd+e~(Fd. 
PROOF. To prove the first part of the theorem, let F E Lz be given. 
According to lemma 4.1 there exist linear functionals F; E L: and Fi E L,* 
such that F(f)=Fi(f)+ F:(f) holds for all f E L,, and such that e*(F) = 
= CX:(F~) + OX,‘. Since LI and LZ are order ideals in LPI and LC2 re- 
spectively, we can apply the Hahn-Banach theorem on Fi and Fi. This 
gives us the desired functionals FI and Fz. 
Next, assume that F is positive. Then there exist bounded linear func- 
tionals G E L: and H E Ll such that F(f) =G(f) + H(f) for all f E L, and 
e*(F)=@4+~,*(H) ( g a ain by lemma 4.1). From these functionals G 
and H we shall construct the required positive functionala Fl and FZ 
as follows. Let G = G,+iGt, and H = H,,+ iHt, be the decompositions 
of G and H in their real and imaginary parts (so G,.e(f)=Re(G(f)) for all 
f E L:, and if f E L, is arbitrary, then f =g+ih, g and fi real, and Gre(f) = 
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= G,,(g) +iG,.,(h)). Then we have for any f E Lp’ that 
0 <F(f) = Gre(j) -I- &s(f) + i{Gtm(j) +&n(f)), 
and thus it follows that (Gcm+Hina)(f) = 0 for all f E Lp’. But then we 
also have (4,(f) + I&(f)) = 0 f or all f E L,. Hence p(f) = G,,(f) +I&(/) for 
all f E L,. The functionals G,, and Hre satisfy G,, E Lr and Hre E Li, and 
furthermore a:(Gre) COLT(G) and oc:(H& < a,*(H). Hence 
e*(F) = &G) + a,*(H) > e:(Gre) + a,*(&& 
This implies e*(P) = a:(G,,) + oll(Hre), since we have for every decompo- 
sition P=.8’1 +E1s with Fr E Lt and Ps E L,* that e*(F) <ol:(Pr) +cx~(F~) 
(according to the last part of lemma 4.1). Next, setting Gr=]G,] and 
HI= jHrej (see [5], p. 659), GI and HI are positive bounded linear func- 
tionals on LI and LZ respectively, having the property that 01r(Gr) = ol:(Gre) 
and ol,*(H~) = oll(Hre) ([5], lemma 22.3). Furthermore F(f) Q G,(f) +Hr(f) 
holds for all f E L+, and so 0 <H Q Gr + HI. Hence, it follows from 
Or, HI E Lt (since Cl E L: and HI E L,*) and from 0 <F =gGl+ HI that 
there exist positive bounded linear functionals F; and Pi such that 
O=gFi<Gl and O<F2<H~ and F=Fi+F’;l on L ([9], lemma 7O.a). 
Note that we now have 
Therefore, using the same arguments as before, we obtain 
e*(F) = a:@‘;) + a,*(Fi). 
Finally, there exist norm preserving positive extensions FI E L*pl and 
FS E L& of q and Fi respectively (theorem 3.1). Hence FI and FZ satisfy 
all conditions stated at the theorem. 
For the converse statement, let PI E L& and F2 E .L*p2 be given and set 
F(f) =Fdf) +J’df) f or all f E Le. Then F is obviously a linear functional 
on L,. Moreover, it follows from 
IWl Q IFdf)l + IJ’4f)l Q {e:@‘d +ez*F’d)e(f) 
for all f EL, that F is bounded and that we have e*(F)g$(Fl)+$(F2). 
Thus the theorem is completely proved. 
We shall now state and prove the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 4.3. Given FE Lp*.,, F > 0, there exist positive bounded linear 
functionuls E;. E L:,,, and FS E L*,,s such that F(f) = Fl(f)+ F2(f) for all 
f E L, and such that e*(F)=$(F1)+$(F2). 
PROOF. According to the preceding theorem there exist positive 
bounded linear functionals Gr E L:, and G2 E L&., such that F(f) =Gl(f) + 
+Gz(f) for all f ELM and such that e*(F)=e:(Gl)+el(Gz). Let Gl=Hl+Fl 
and Gz= Hz+ F2 be the decompositions of Gl and G2 into their integral 
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and singular parts, so 
HI E L&i, F1 E L*P1,s, HZ E L:,,c and FZ E Lz2.,. 
Then the functionals PI and F-2 satisfy all conditions stated in the theorem. 
This follows easily since H = HI+ Hz on L, is an integral satisfying 
0~ H Q F, so H = 0. We omit the rest of the simple proof. 
5. ORLICZ SPACES 
We shall say that a real-valued function @ with domain [0, oo) is an 
Orlicz function, if @ satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) @p(O)=0 and O<@(x)~oo for x>O, 
(ii) CD is convex, 
(iii) @(z--)=@(z) for all s>O, 
(iv) there exist points xi> 0 and 22 > 0 such that @(xi) < oo and @(x2) > 0. 
REMARKS. The value + 00 is allowed for an Orlicz function. If @p(x) = 00 
for z > ~0 and Q(Z) < oo for 0 GX <x0, we shall say that @ jumps at ~0. 
It follows from (iv) that 0 can never jump at zero. Furthermore, if Cp 
jumps at xo > 0, then condition (iii) states that 0 is continuous from the 
left at ~0, whenever @(x0) <a~. It follows also from condition (iv) that 
G(x) E 0 is not allowed. 
If @ is an Orlicz function we shall denote by Y the complementary 
function of @, so u’(z) = sup {(xy - @i(y)) : y > 0) (see [3], [4] or [S]). Observe 
that Y is also an Orlicz function, and that the complementary function 
of Y is CD again. We begin with some definitions based on @, but in these 
definitions CD and Y can be interchanged. For every f E 2M, we set 
J&(f)= s WI)+. 
A 
Furthermore, we define 
L,, = {f E M : M@(f) < co}. 
The set LMg is in general not a vector space. Next, let 
Ilfll, = sup { s IfSld~ : M,(g) < I> 
A 
for all f E M, and let 
N,(f) = inf {k : 0 < k < 00, M&Vif) < l} 
for all f E M. Then 11. ]I@ and iV,( . ) are equivalent saturated function 
norms on M, both having the Fatou property, and such that 
N,(f) G IlfkP < 2NuJU) 
holds for all f E M. The normed KGthe space determined by NJ. ), or 
by ]I a I&,, will be denoted by La. The space Lo is called an Orlicz space. 
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The space L, is defined in a similar manner. The spaces L, and L, are 
called complementary Orlicz spaces. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. As before, let (A, P, ,u) be an arbitrary &nite measure 
space, and let ~0 be a fixed positive number. Defining 
@(x)=0 for O<x<zs; @(x)=oo for X>XO, 
it is easily verified that Y(x) =Q:OX for all x > 0. Furthermore, L@= L, 
and L,= L1 when regarded as pointsets, and the norms satisfy 
Ilfll,=~~(f)=x,-‘llfll,; Ilfll,=%Af) =~0llfll1 
for all f E M. 
In the following lemma, some well-known properties of Orlicz spaces 
are collected. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let @ ami? Y be complementary Orlicz functions. 
(i) For any f E M, we huve M,(f)< 1 if and only if N,(f)<l. 
(ii) The jr& associate wm of N,(a) is 11. (IV. Hence, 
~~~~,~~~I=~,~II~II,l. 
This implies that we also have L&l. Ij,J= L,JN,J -)I. 
W Ilfllad+XJf) f or all f E M (Amemiya’s inequulity). 
(iv) If f E M, then f E LQ if and only if there exists a number k > 0 such 
that M,(k-lf)<oo. 
Given now the Orlicz functions @i and @z, and defining 
Q(x) = max {@l(x), @Z(X)) 
for all x > 0 (notation @= max {@I, @s}), it is routine to prove that C#J 
is also an Orlicz function. The following lemma indicates the connection 
between the Orlicz spaces L,, Ls, and Lo,. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let @= max (Qpl, @2}. Then we have 
(i) L,=Lol n Lez (when regarded as pointsets), 
F) N,(f)> m&x Pal(f), N-+df)} ad Ilfllo> max {Ilfll~,~ Ilfll~,) for a8 
fEM, 
(iii) L,,=LMa, n Laaq (i.e., M,(f)<oo if and only if Ma,(f)<- and 
M@&f)--+ 
We leave the simple proofs to the reader. The inequality N,(f)> max 
W,(f ), N@,(f )> can be proper. In section 9 example 9.1 we present an 
example. In the following theorem we present sufficient conditions in 
order that we have an equality. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let 4+ be any O&z function, and let @Z be of the type 
that there cxi8ta a po&tive number x0 such that !&-(a) = 0 (and h-ewe @Z(X) = 0 
for all O<X<XO) and @2(x)=00 for X>XO (hence La2 = L, according to 
example 5.1). Setting now @= max {@I, @2>, we have 
for all f E M. 
N@(f) = max (N0,(f), N@,(f)} 
PROOF. Setting e@(f) = max {No,(f), No2(f)) for all f EM, it follows 
that Q* is a function norm and that N,(f)>e,Jf) for all f E M. Hence, 
it is sufficient to show that N,(f) <co(f) for all f E M. Let, therefore, 
f E M be given. If e@(f) =oo there is nothing to prove, so assume that 
e@(f) <CO, i.e., f E LG., n LQ~,. Now there are two cases. 
(a) Assume that H,(f/Ne,(f)) < 1. This implies that N,(f) <N@,(f), and 
90 N,(f)Ge.df). 
(b) Assume that M,(f/No,(f))> 1. This implies that iV,(f)>Na,(f). 
Since La2=L, with Ilfll,=xoN~2(f). we obtain 
IfI xolfl 
N@2 (f) = llflloJ Qxo 
Cl-almost everywhere on A, so 
~~lfl/~~,~f~~=~l~lfll~~2~f~~ 
holds ,u-almost everywhere on A. This implies that 
1 <M,(flN~,(f))=M~,(fIN~~(f)), 
and so Nq(f)>Na,(f), i.e., e,(f)=Nq(f). Now choose a number k>Nq(f). 
Then obviously k>N-s&f), so 
~~lfll~)=@1(Ifll~) 
holds ,u-almost everywhere on A, and it follows that 
JtD(fP) = J%(fP) < 1. 
This shows that kaN,(f), and so N,a,(f)>N,(f), i.e., Na,(f)=N,(f). 
Combining all results, we obtain e,Jf)=N,(f). 
The question arises now whether theorem 5.4 also holds with the norms 
11. II@, Il.110~ and 11. lle2. The answer is negative, as follows from example 9.2. 
Finally we state without proof the following simple lemma 
LEMMA 5.5. Let 01 and Q2 be Orlicz functions such that there exists a 
positive constant A with @l(x) Q A&(x) holding for all x > 0. Then Le2 C Lo,. 
In particular, if &(x) G&(X) holds for all x> 0, then La, C Lo1 and 
No, < Na, . 
(To be continued) 
